Electric Flux and Gauss’ Law
• Gauss’ Law can be used to find the electric
field of complex charge distribution.
– Easier than treating it as a collection of point
charge and using superposition

• To use Gauss’ Law, a quantity called electric
flux is needed
• The electric flux is equal the product of the
electric field that passes through a particular
surface and the area of the surface
– The electric flux is denoted by ϕE
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Electric Flux Examples
• Fig. A
– The electric field is
perpendicular to the
surface of area A
– ϕE = E A

• Fig. B
– The electric field is
parallel to the surface
of area A
– ϕE = 0
– No field lines pass
through the area
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Electric Flux Examples, cont.
• Fig. C
– The electric field
makes an angle with
the surface
– ϕE = E A cos θ

• Flux is a scalar
quantity
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Electric Flux Examples, Closed
Surface
• The flux is positive if
the field is directed out
of the region
surrounded by the
surface and negative if
going into the region
• Fig. D and E
– The total flux is the sum
of the contributions of
the fields going in and
coming out

– ϕE= 0
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Gauss’ Law
• Gauss’ Law says that the electric flux
through any closed surface is proportional to
the charge q inside the surface
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• The constant εo is the emissitivity of free
space
– This was encountered in one form of Coulomb’s
Law

• Since the flux depends on the electric field,
Gauss’ Law can be used to find the field
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Gauss’ Law: Point Charge
• Choose a Gaussian
surface
– Want a surface that
will make the
calculation as easy as
possible
– Choose a surface that
matches the symmetry
of the problem

• For a point charge,
the field lines have a
spherical symmetry
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Gauss’ Law: Point Charge, final
• Since the field is perpendicular to the area, the flux
is the product of the field and the area: ϕE = E
Asphere
• Asphere is the area of the Gaussian sphere
• With a radius of r, Asphere = 4 π r2
• Therefore, ϕE = 4 π r2 E
• From Gauss’ Law,
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• This agrees with the result from Coulomb’s Law
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Problem Solving Strategy
• Solve
– Calculate the total electric flux through the entire
Gaussian surface
– Find the total electric charge inside the surface
– Apply Gauss’ Law to solve for the electric field

• Check
– Consider what your answer means
– Check that your answer makes sense
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Electric Field from Spherical Charge
• Given a uniform spherical
ball of charge
• Choose a sphere as a
Gaussian surface
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• The electric field from any
spherical distribution of
charge is the same as the
field from a point charge
with the same total charge
• This applies only outside
the ball of charge
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Electric Field from Line of Charge
• The line of charge
has a total length L
and a total charge Q
• The electric field is
perpendicular to the
line
• Choose a cylinder of
radius r for the
Gaussian surface
E
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Electric Field: Flat Sheet of Charge
• The large, flat sheet of
charge has a charge
per unit area of σ
• Choose a cylinder as
the Gaussian surface
• The field through the
sides of the surface is
zero
• Through each end of
the surface, ϕE = EA
• Since there are two
ends, ϕE = 2EA
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Flat Sheet of Charge, cont.
• The total charge is equal to the charge / area
multiplied by the cross-sectional area of the
cylinder
– q=σA

• Therefore, the electric field is:
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• The electric field is constant and independent
of the distance from the sheet of charge
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Conductors
• Each atom by itself is
electrically neutral
– Equal numbers of
protons and electrons
– This example is copper

• When these atoms
come together to form
the piece of metal
electrons are freed
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Conductors, cont.
• These electrons move freely through the
entire piece of metal
• These electrons are called conduction
electrons
• The electrons leave behind positively
charged ion cores that are bound and not
mobile
• A piece of metal can also accept extra
electrons or release some of its conduction
electrons so the entire object can acquire a
net positive or negative charge
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Insulators
• In insulators the electrons
are not able to move freely
through the material
• Examples include quartz,
plastic and amber
• This example is quartz
(SiO2)
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Insulators, cont.
• Electrons cannot escape from these ions
• There are no conduction electrons
available to carry charge through the solid
• If extra electrons are placed on an
insulator, they tend to stay in the place
where initially placed
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Liquids and Gases
• The total charge is
zero and the sample
is neutral
• A few molecules
always dissociate into
free ions
• These ions can carry
charge from place to
place similarly to the
conduction electrons
• This example is
water, but gases are
similar
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DEMONSTRATIONS: 5A‐12, 5A‐13
GAUSS’S LAW

Capacitor Concept
• A capacitor consists
of two parallel metal
plates that carry
charges of +Q and –
Q
• The excess charge on
the two plates will
attract each other and
draw all the excess
charge to the inner
sides of the two
plates
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Capacitor, cont.
• Each plate has an area A and charge
densities of +σ = +Q/A and -σ = -Q/A
• The total field is the vector sum of the
fields from the individual plates
– From superposition

• The field between the plates is

Q
E
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Notes on Gaussian Surfaces
• To make analysis easier, some simplifications
have been made in the examples
– Highly symmetric charge distributions
– Gaussian surfaces on which the electric field was
either constant or zero

• Gauss’ Law applies to any surface and any
charge distribution
– Even with little or no symmetry

• The total electric flux through a closed
surface depends only on the total charge
enclosed
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How Are Protons Held Together?
• Experiments have
shown that the proton
is an assembly of three
particles called quarks
• The large repulsive
electric forces are
overcome by an
attractive force called
the strong force
• The strong force is a
fundamental force of
nature
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Electrons Are Point Charges
• The electron is truly a point particle
• The mass and charge of an electron are
located at an infinitesimal “point” in space
• There is no internal structure to the
electron
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Conservation of Charge
• Electric charge is conserved
• The total charge of the universe is a constant
• This does not mean the total number of
protons or electrons is constant
– The net charge remains the same even when the
number of charged particles changes

• The principle of conservation of charge is
believed to be an exact law of nature
– No violations of the principle have ever been
observed
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